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AiSlSACT
lie purpose of this thesis was to carry out a single
proposal fcr Korean computer industry and gcvernnent.
I urtlermcre , this tlesrs is a general proposal in terms of
social and economic factors as well as technological
factors. Ihis thesis includes a general proposal rcr the
near iuture (i.e., "software houses" activation, development
of a single market, and the shortage of software tecnr.ical
personnel), a general proposal for the distant future (i.e.,
social pclicy, computer research and development center's
estarlishment, ard seniccnd uctcr company establishment) , and
a general proposal icr the Korean computer marketing field
(i.e., consumer education, lew cost/high performance strat-
egies, civersif icaticn and differentiation strategies, and
focal pcint strategy). A study of Korean computer companies
and government is net completed, and can not te. Therefore,
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lo IHliOEOClION
A general guideline for the Korear computer industry is
needed fcr developing the computer effectiveness and effi-
ciency. It is the opinion of the author that social and
econciiic factor's rather than technological factor's will
mainly determine the future development of computer tech-
nology ir Korea. Th€ major advantages that occur from this
social and economic perspective are;
(1) Ibe formulation cf proper social and economic policies
in relation to computers is far more important than the
formulation of a techiical policy, and will have a greater
effect ir determining whether or not Korea .benefits frcn the
potential ci computer technology.
(2) Any attempt to tredict future developments exclusively
en the lasis of technological considerations is deemed to
failure
.
lo develop the Korean ccuputer industry, the author
descrites four secticrs of this thesis;
(1) for the purpose cf understanding the proposals ty non
computer professionals, an overview of computer systens is
discussed in Chapter II.
(2) In order to suggest the proposals for the Korean
computer industry and government, a study of the Kcrean
computer industry ar.d technology is discussed in Chapter
III.
(3) A proposal for the Korean computer industry and gcvern-
nent in terms of social, eccncnic, and marketing strategies
is discussed in Chapter IV.
10
(4) Conclusions and Eeccmmenda ticns
it the end is ar Appendix which contains the list cf data
elements ficm major characteristics of manufactured gccds of
najcr ccaputer comparies and a map of Korea. It is the
authcr f s relief that the proposals will be able to he easily
applied according to the economical and technological demand
cf the future.
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II. QVIFVIEW CF COMPUTES SYSTEMS
A. B2IIOEI
The haicwaie compcnents cf a typical computer system are
the Certral Processirg Unit (CSV) , Memory Equipment, and
Input/Cutput E^uipmeit. The different components ccmiiuEi-
cate fcitl cie another ever a group of wires known as a EOS.
























Eigure 2. 1 Ccmponents of a Computer System.
1 • Central Processing Unit (CPU)
The CPU corresponds tc the brain in humar commuta-
tions. The CPU carries out the calculations called fcr hy
the program and contrcls the other components of the system
as well. Ihe central processor operates in fetch-execute
cycles. Luring the fetch part of the cycle, the ceitral
processor fetches the next instruction of the program from
flain iieucry. During the execute part of tne cycle, the
central accessor carries out the operation called fee by
the instruction. If the requested operation requires the
use cf ether hardware compcneits, such as input cr cutjut
devices, then the certral processor sends these devices the
necessary control signals so that each device does its part.
Therefore, the CPU is a control section of a computer. So,
the najci functions cf the CPU is to control the interpreta-
tion and execution of instructions. Especially, in recent
years, cenputer engineers have learned to construct an
entire CPU on a small chip of silicon that can he mass
produced at low cost. £Bef- 1 ]•
2 - flea cry (Storage) Un it
3he memory uiit contains a large numrer of data and
instructions. Also, the tenor] unit can be divided intc two
kinds cf menory units, that is, the main-memory unit arc the
auxiliary-memory unit. The memory unit corresponds tc the
paper used by the huaan calculator. Ihe purpose cf memory
unit is tc store both instructions and data.
a. Main-Memory Unit
The mair-memory is used to store two things,
that is, the program that the computer is currently
executirg and the data that it is currently manipulating. As
has described before, the main-memory is a .kind cf paper cr
scratch-pad or black toard that holds not only the data the
computer is working *ith but the instructions it's fcllcwing
as well. Also, the main-memory is divided into a large
number cf separate menory cells or memory locations. Each
aemcij location holds a fixed amount of data and has an
address iy v»hich it can be referred to for the purpose of
storing data in it or retrieving data from it. Especially,
the nair-memory unit can read a large number data and
12
instr ucticns rapidly. That is, tne iemory access tine is
very short. The memcry access time is the time required to
locate axd transmit the information. On the ether hard,
main- mem cry is tco expensive icr long-term storage cf large
data files and program libraries. £Ref- 2 ].
r. Auxiliary Memorv Unit
The crgarization oi the main-memory unit nakes
use cf transistor circuits. So, the price is very expen-
sive. Ihere are twe najor types of auxiliary memory units,
magnetic tape and macretic disk.
(1) Magretic Tape : lie advantage of magnetic tape is the
ablity tc store as much data as necessary, because mere tape
can always be added. The schematic representation of
cagnetic tape memory will ±e discussed next. In crder to
access a particular item of information, the tape must be
started and rewound. lor example, suppose there are a number
cf musical selections recorded on a tape, lo play the selec-
tions in the same order as they are recorded on the tape,
there is nc problem. Just put on the tape and let it play.
Eut if ^cu want to play a selection near the middle cf the
tape first, then one near the beginning, then one near the
end, and sc on, it will waste a lot of time winding and
rewinding the tape fcr the rext selection. That is, a draw-
rack cf nagnetic tape.
(2) Magnetic Disk : Magnetic disks looks like phencgraph
records tut work on the same principle as magnetic ta^e.
Most cemputers use the magnetic disk as auxiliary memory
units. Sc, the magnetic disk is one of the most inpcrtant
eguipnerts in a current computer system. In order tc under-
stand hew a disk works, one can imagine a phonograph-record-
like disk attached tc a spindle a spinning rod. An access
arm cciring in from the side pcints toward the center cf the
14
spinning disk. The access am leek like a twc-^ronged fork,
fcitii cue prcng gcing above the disk and the other tele* it.
At the eid of each prcng is a read-write head that records
and clays lack data. The head on the top prcng records and
plays lack from tne top surface; the nead on the bcttoas
prong dees the same from tne bottom surface. The access
arms car neve the read-write heads either in toward the
center of the disk cr cut toward its edge. When a read-write
head is in a particular position, the portion of the disk
that neves under it as the disk spins is called track. In
contrast tc tape, disks reguire no winding or rewinding to
access a particular cata item. Instead tne access arm posi-
tions tie read-write head over the track containing the
desired item. Shortly thereafter, the spin of the disk
carries the item beneath the read-write head. Tracks cr the
disk can be accessed in any order desired; for this reason
disks are called ranccm-acess iredia. £Bef. 2 ]-
3- Inp lit/Output ig uipm ent
Ihe function cf Input/Cutput equipment is tc provide
for ccirniunication between the machine and its human users, a
means is thus needed to convert information from machine
language to human language. Ihere are many different kinds
of input/output equipment. But, instead of trying tc survey
all kinds cf input/cutput equipment, the discussion will
focus en computer terninals, key-punches, card readers, and
high-speed printers. A computer terminal consists cf a
typewriter-like keylcard and either a television-like
display screen or typewriter-like printer. The terminal is
connected tc the rest of the computer system by wires, v»hich
iraybe and cften are ordinary telephone lines. Data typed on
the keyicaic is transmitted over the wires from the computer




The most popular kind of punched card is divided
into £0 columns, each of which can hold the puncted ides
representing one character. Ihus, a standard punched card
can icld ere typed line, which may he up tc 80 characters
long. Punched cards are made with a device kncv.n as a
keypunch, which is ecuipped with a typewriter-like keyboard,
lata t^ped on the key-hoard is puncned on the cards. Ihe
keypunch will also print the typed characters along the top
edge cf the card. lie printed line is for a human reader;
the punched holes represent the same information fcr the
computer. [Bef. 3].
f. Card Header
To make data punched on cards availatle tc the
computer system, the cards are fed into a device knewn as a
card reader, which obtains the data from the cards by
sensing the punched teles. The computer system can punch its
cwn cards using an cutput device known as a card punch.
Cften a card reader and a card punch are combined in the
same unit. £fief. 3]-
c. High-Speed Printer
Oftec cemputer systems must produce large
amounts cf printed oitput, such as bills for ail of a compa-
ny's customers or checks for all of its employees. Fcr this
purpose, a high speed printer is called a line printer.
Eecause it prints an entire line in a single operation. Seme
high-speed printers can print thousands or even tens of
thousand cf lines per minute. £Eef. 3]-
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E. £CFT*aEE
lie computer system software consists cf programs that
direct tie hardware. The software can be divided intc two
.kinds cf software, that is, system software and application
software. System software consists of programs that permits
the ccmputer to execute other programs. On the otter hand,
application software consists cf programs for doing all the
ether -cts unrelated to computer operations, such as
marketing, payrolls, and playing games. The next pcrticn of
the tresis is devoted to systeir software.
1 - Programming languages
Ihe programming language can be divided into machine
language, assembly larguage, and high-level language.
a. Machine language
The central processing unit of a computer system
can crl_y execute instructions expressed in a binary-coded
form known as machine cede cr machine language. Programmers
usually express machine codes in either octal or hexadecimal
notation, depending on which is more convenient for the
machine in question. However, there are several problems in
machine language.
first; Almost every instruction in a machine language
program contains on address referring to a location ir main
memory. If a program must be revised and it is cemmen to
revise programs to meet changing needs, then the locations
in which the various instruction and data items are stored
will likely change as well. This means that even a small
revision may make it necessany to change the address part of
almost every instruction in the program.
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Second; Machine language programs are phrased in ccmputer-
criented terms. Thej refer to such features of the internal
construction and operation of a computer as the accumulator,
the ccnditicn-code register, operation code, and main-memory
address. £Eef. 1].
h. Assembly language
The central processor of a computer can rot
execute assembly language. It can only execute machine
codes. Eefore an assembly language program can be executed
by a ccmtuter, it must be translated into machine language.
Also, there are several problems in assembly language.
First; Cne must still phrase urograms in terms of machine-
criented concepts such as central processor registers and
main-memcry locations, rather than in terms of the ideas
most natural to the problem or to the user.
Second; Each instruction to the computer still has to be
broker dcwn intc small steps, such as individual leads,
stores, additions, and subtractions. £Bef. 2].
c. High-Levei Programming Language
In order to avcid the problems of machine and
assembly languages, people have devised user-criented
languages, that is , high-level languages. Ihese languages
alien programmers to instruct the computer in the terms mest
natural icr a particular prcblem, user, or field of
endeavor. Eecause there are so many problems, users, and
fields of endeavcr, there are large number of higher level
languages, e.g. BASIC, COBCI, FCETEAN, and PASCAL.
*BAS1C — Eeginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code.
It was originally designed as an extremely simple language
for teaching programming tc beginners. Now, BASIC is the
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most widely used programming language in education. Eecause
cf its simplicity, it is easy to implement ci small
computers, so many cf the small computers no w used ty indi-
viduals, professionals, and small businesses are prcgiamned
in EASIC.
*CCECI—Common Business Oriented Language. It is the mcst
widely used programming language in business data
processing. [Eef. 3]- CCEC1 is oriented toward the
processing cf the larce files ex data that occur in business
applications. Ihe language caters tc business users by
allowing instructions to be started in English-like words
and phrases business people prefer rather than as mathemat-
ical icmulas.
FCBIEAN — formula Iranslation. It is one of the eldest
and mcst fanous languages. As its name suggests, FOEIEAN
caters tc scientists, mathematicians, engineers, etc.. for
many years FCBTBM was the only hijher level language avail-
able ci nany computer systems, so just about every imagi-
nable computer application has at one time or another
protarly be^n prcgraaned in FCEIBAN.
*PA£Cai— Ihe general-purpose language, which is named
after tie French philosopher and mathematician Blaise
Eascal, has recently become extremely popular for teaching
computer science, edging out eld standbys like FCRIfiAS and
EASIC. [Eef. 3].
COMEIIEE—Cf course, a computer's central processor can no
more directly execute a program written in a higher level
languace than it car execute an assembly language program.
Ihe definition of a cempiier is as follow:
"a compiler is the scftware tc convert a program in a high
level language such as FOETBAN into an assembly language or
1S
machine language program", [fief- 2]. It is well-known that
programning languages increase the ease of communications
with a ccmputer. This is so because they often permit ideas
to he written down ir the crder and form that people think
cf them and because tie alternatives, namely, program ir.g is
the language of the nachine itself is awkward, indirect,
complex, and error prone. Thus, there has arisen a vast
class cf specialized programs (called compilers, irter-
preters and translators) which transform the raw computing
power cf a piece cf computer hardware into inaginary
machines tc process program written in synthetic prctlem-
crierted larguages. !Ihese language translation programs are
part cf the set cf programs that are called "software".
2 • Oper at ing 5 ystems
Ihe definition cf an operating system is as fellows:
"We view an operating system as the programs, implemented in
either software cr firmware, whicn make the hardware usable.
Hardware provides "raw computing power", operating systems
make this power conveniently available to users." [Eef. 6].
Next, the functions cf an operating system are as fellows:
An operating system is primarily a resource manager arc the
primary resource it managers is computer hardware. It
provides many features including defining the "user irter-
face", sharing the hardware among users to share data ameng
themselves, scheduling resources among users and recovering
from errors. The key resources an operating system manages
are processors, storage, input/output devices and data.
Operating systems arose principally in response tc an
increase in the cost and speed cf computer hardware. Mayre,
in the early days ci computing, people sat at the main
console, acd when they wanted to stop their programs and
think for while, they pushed a step button and permitted the
machine tc sit idle until they were ready to resume. Also,
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the c^eratirg system interfaces with computer operators Mho
are pecple charged with the responsibility cf monitoring the
operating system, responding to requests for interver ticn,
mounting and dismotrting tajes and disks, loading and
unloading cards. Ihe operating system interfaces with
system programmers and system administrators. Ihe system
programmers are generally concerned with maintaining the
operating system, tailoring it to the needs of the installa-
tion, and modifying it to support new types of devices.
Among tie alove functions of the operating system, it will
he discussed about the input/output control system (IOCS)
and tie leader in detail. The input/output control system
is one cf the functicn of an operating system. This sub-
system provides elaborate sequences of the machine commands
to ccrtrci the activities and buffering of the input/output
devices. IOCS is divided again, into two major parts, that
is, the foreman or Irap supervisor and the IOCS operating
commands and sub-commands. Ihese are programs that issue
the actual I/O comaands to the devices or controllers,
receive 1/C traps, report results to other software, keep
track cf device activity, and provide error-recovery capa-
bilities. Also, the operating system must also provide
prograjis and sub-prccrams into the computer memory, loads
any reguired sub-rou tines, and links the sub-routines and
the prcgraiis together.
C. CC«IA£I£OM OF TIIJCAI COMPUTERS
In this section will be discussed several kinds of
computer, that is, a large general-purpose computer, a large
mini-cemjuter, a small mini-computer, and a micro-computer.
Ihe large computer described is an IBM 370 model 168, that
is a computer widely used for data processing. Ihe large
mini-cemjuter described is the Digital Equipment (EIC) PDP
11/45. Ihe small miri-computer is the computer automation
NAKEE (fin, a popular system computer. The micro-computer is
the IK1EI MCS-80 based on the widely used INTEL 8080 micro-
processor.
1 • large General-Purpo se Com pute r
a. Cost and Ford Length
The large general purpose computer is sc exten-
sive that it could oily serve as a central computer facility
for a large instituticn. The large general-purpose computer
would reyuire a specially trained staff of programmers,
analysts, and operators, etc -. Also, it has many periph-
erals, such as card readers, line printers, disk and tape
systems, and terminals. The large general-purpose computer
could process vast number of records. Also, the word length
cf the large general-purpose computer has twice as long a
word as the mini-computer and four times as long word as the
micrc-ccmpu ter
.
Typically, the large general-purpose
computers have word lengths of 32 to 64 bits. On the ether
hand, niri-compu ters use 12 to 32 bits, and micro-computers
4 to 16 hits. In order to measure the power of a computer,
the word length is ar important factor. £Eef. 6].
h. Memory Capacity and Instruction Execute Time
The large general-purpose computer can handle a
large amcunt of programs and data without using secondary
storage. Such memory capacity is necessary to handle large
files, complex calculations, and detailed reports. for
instance, the memory capacity of IBM 370/168 is 8.4 million
hytes [Eef. 6]- Alsc, the large computer is ahout seven
times as fast as the nini-cempu ter.
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c. Input/Output Data Bate and Peripherals
The large general-purpose computer can trarsier
data at a much higher rate thar a smaller one. Also, it can
utili2€ high-speed disk systems and other devices that
transfer millions of hits per second. In this category, the
large general-purpose computer is many times as pow€rful as
the nicic-compu ter. Furthermore, large general-purpcse
computers, in general, have hetter instructions and hardware
for handling input/output. They have input/output channels
and controllers that can he activated with a few instruc-
tions aEd can then transfer large amounts of data without
further processor intervention. Many peripherals are imme-
diately available for large computer manufactures and inde-
pendent peripheral manufactures. The user can purchase fast
peripherals for the final product.
c. Software
Much user software is available for large
computers; it ranges from common mathematical functions and
record handling programs to such highly specialized applica-
tions programs as accounting systems for a particular class
of engineering problems. The availability of compilers for
common computer languages means that the vast tacklcg of
programs written in PCRTRAN, CCBOL, PL/1 and APL can be used
directly large-computers.
2 • Kin i-c om pu t er
a. Cost and hord Length
The large cini-compu ter is too expensive to be part of a
product. however, the applications of large mini-computer
are latcratcry, small business or small industrial plant.
The large n ini-compu ters can also serve as secondary proces-
sors for large coaputers. The small mini-computer is
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inexpensive enough tc be part of a factory machine, raiding
terminal, cr test system. The word length of large mini-
computer and small miri-computer is twice as long a wcrd as
the micrc-ccmpu ter ard half times as long a word as the
large computer. £Ref. 6 ]-
1. Memory Capacity and Instruction Execute line
The mini-ccmputer has far less memory capacity.
So# operating systems, compilers, and ether software
designed fcr these computers must occupy less memcry cr use
secondary storage. Hini-ccmputers are generally used in
applications involving short programs and small amounts of
data. Alsc, the instruction execute time of mini-come u ter is
one-seventh as fast as the large purpose computer. Or. the
ether hard, the mini-computer is four times as rast as the
iricrc-ccirpu ter.
c. I/O lata fate and Peripherals
A mini-ccuputer should frequently transfer the
data one wcrd at a tine. Of course, the mini-computer can't
handle high-speed input/output devices. And, the Eiri-
computer can't perforn much ether work. Few peripherals are
available with an off-the-shelf interface for development
and fcr the fina ] product. In ether words, mini-computers
generally use a few simple peripherals. Such as control
panels, numerical displays, keyboards, tele-typewriters, and
a paper-tape readers.
d. Software
The user of mini-computers will find far less
systeas and applications software available. A single oper-
ating system or monitor, an assembler, and a few common
compilers cr interpreters are all that can be expected.
Sometimes even this software requires memory and peripherals
beyond those supplied with a minimum system.
24
3 • Eicio-cg mputer
a. Cost and kord-Length
The ccsts cf a iricic-computer is one-tenth as much as the
small nari-computer . It could , therefore, be fart of a
system costing 5 1000, such applications as electronic cash
registers, GET terminals, Counters and small instruments are
all pcssirle. Cf course, the manufacturer of such items
would use many micr c-compu ters, an order of 10000 devices
would re considered large. The word length of micro-ccm cuter
has half as long a wcrd as miri-computer and has cne-fcuith
times as lcng a word as large computer. [Rei. 6 ]-
r. Memory Capacity
The micrc-compu ter has far less memory capacity
than a large computer. That is, it is almost the sane as
the niri-ccmpu ter. Especially, micro-computers are slower
than niri-ccmpu ters because their longer word length allcws
them tc address memory more efficiently.
c. Input/output Bate and Peripherals
The maxinum Input/Output data rate and periph-
erals are almost the same as the mini-computer. Especially,
nicr c-ccapu ters are used in low-speed applications.
Situation involving human interactions, for example, (elec-
tronic cash registers cr video games) are ideal for micro-
computers. Because the response time of a person is abcut a
tenth cf a second. Also, paper tape, floppy disk are avail-
able for micro-computer in terns of peripherals.
d. Software
The micrc-computers, generally, have even less
software than small nini-computers. That is, few operating
systen cr compilers are available.
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E. ECIEK1IJLL APfLICillCNS CF tflCBO-COttPUTFRS
Eicic-ccmputers are useful for various app licat icrs,
that is, ccrsumei/instituticnal, commercial (point-cf-sale)
,
military, industrial, data processing and teleccmmurica-
tions- !Iarle I is the example of the wide range cf these














educational systems, intelligent tcys j
and games, programmable appliances. j
office computer, I/O controller, i
prcgrammatle calculators, peripheral j
prccessors. 1
navigation systems, simulatcrs and
training eguipment, communications.
remcte terminals, programmable ccntrol-






1 • flu tcmatic Data P roc essing
It could be applied in support of administrative or
management functions. The main advantage is the more timely
availatility of the reguired informations. Some reduction in
the admit is tra ti ve ccst can re foreseen but the crder of
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this reduction may net be significant. Economy in personnel
would net re expected. Generally, this application is a
step fcri»ard but not cf tremendous significance.
2 • Military Applications
Ihese applications include reliable irodern communi-
cations, tactical situation compilation and display, and
ccntrcl of sensors and weapons. The importance of these
applications can not te over-emphasized. They provide the
means for tie effective communications of tne modern nili-
tary warfare.
3« telecommunicati ons
Telecommunication is one of the most fruitful areas
for computer applications. So, this portion will be
discussed in detail. The definition of telecommunications
is as icllcw: "The art and science of communicating at a
distarce, especially ty means of electromagnetic impulses,
as in fiadic, RADAfi, IV, Telephone, etc. ". [fief. 4], Ihere
are ttree major important fields in telecommunication, tfcat
is, large scale computer networks, telephony applications,
identification systems.
a. Large-Scale Computer Network
large-scale computers and associated networks
are directed at a narrow market or specialized users. Narrow
market means that mary banking and financial applications,
insurance, reservaticr systems, etc.. Although the market
for such applications is a narrow market, it is large and
growing in terms of tie number of users. Data communication
systeirs can be used to implement a wide variety of special-
ized data processing applications, that is, message
switching, file management, data collection , etc..
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*File Management : It refers to the remote updating of a
centralized file, ci other file handling and processing
functions from a remote locaticn.
Message Switching: It refers to the processing and commu-
nication of messages ever limited channel capacity systems.
*Data Collection: It refers to the use of a remote station
to provide updated ci current information to a centralized
file. In order to design a data communication, the trans-
nissicr technology, communication technology and network
structure and technology shculd he considered. The tasic
role of a micro-processor in a data communication system is
that ci acting as a communication processor. The role of a
commuiicaticn processor is to interface or "Front End" the


















Figure 2.2 Communication Processors.
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2.2). Alsc, there are general functions in a computer
network, that is, scheduling, polling, storage ard tuif-
erirg, cata link ccntrcl, cede conversion, etc.- Now, many
cf the above functions are performed by using micro cr mini-
computers. Also, in cider to perform distinct functions in a
cata ccmnun icaticn system, the micro-processor can he used.
lor eaamxle, protoccl handling, error checking, packet
message fcrmation, synchronization and multiplexors.
£Bef. 3].
t. Telephone Applications
The particular applications of micro-prccesscrs
in telepheny applications are as follows:
Switching systems, digital speech encoding, digital filters
and transaction telephone systems. Also, the field of
computer ccmmunicaticns through the switched telephone
network is an imjortatt area.
1) lelejhcne Switching System provides communicaticn links
hetween specified lines in response to subscriber requests.
The switching network is the means of internal junction
circuts.
2) Eigital Speech Encoding is an important aspect of the
development of digital facilities in the switched telephone
network. There are t*o types digital speech encoding, that
is, delta modulation and pulse code modulation (PCM)
.
*Delta Modulation: It is based on comparing the input
analog signal with a referance signal on a periodic basis.
So, depending on the result of the comparison, a digital 1
cr is transmitted. The referance signal is most typically
obtained by means of a feedback loop from previous input
signals.
2S
*PCB : It is based on sampling the input analog havefcrm
at a p redet ermined rate , quantizing each sample, and ceding
it in terms of a seguence of pulses. Micro-processors may he
utilized in a delta ncdulaticE or PCM transmission systems
for runercus control and monitoring functions.
3) Digital filters are devices that produce a predetermined
digital cutput in response to a given digital input. Ihe
digital filter is useful for telephony, radar, and signal
processing- A digital filter consists of elements for multi-
plication, addition, delay, and storage, to ortain a predet-
ermined transfer function en a given input digital signal.
There are two rasic types of digital filters, that is,
recursive ard ncn-r ecursive filters. A recursive filter
utili2es a feedback ccrfiguraticn to provide an input signal
utilizing previously calculated outputs. However, in a
non-recursive filter enly the irput to the filter is used to
deternine tie output signals. [Eef. 3J-
c. Identification System
Identification systems are another iapcrtant
application area of teleco amurication. Ihe identification
systens are used tc moni tor or control the location of
moving vehicles, such as trains, bases, police cr ether
service vehicles, frcn a central location. The operator cay
transfer ccamand to a specific vehicle on the basis of the
loeatien information shich has forwarded from the vehicle to
the central station. £Bef. 3j.
I. EAEEKABE AND SOFIRABE TEENES
1 . Eai dwa re Tre rcs
Tie hardware is changing constantly. There are
several trerds in hardware. [Eef. 19].
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First; Levices are teing increasingly more integrated so
that eacr dees mere than ever refore, many performiEg func-
tions that night earlier have teen performed by two cr mere
devices. Computers aie absorbing functions often performed
in the jast by separate units. The result is that the ccst
cf peripteral ccntrcl units is declining, and in seme
configurations, actually disappearing.
Second; As the use cf chip technology continues to replace
elder, lore mechanical units, eguipment will have fewer
moving carts to break down and fewer components. This means
that costs will continue to go down, taking the use cf adci-
tional devices more affordable. Furthermore, with fewer
noviEg parts, the oppcrtunities to improve availability with
fewer and faster repairs becomes possible.
Ihird; Ecre vesdors are integrating within their products
programs once written by users. So, making eguipment mere
reliable, much less expensive, and easier to operate.
In adciticE to the atcve trends, firmware will be discussed
here. Ihe firmware (the marriage of software and hardware)
trends will be discussed in this section. Ihe trend toward
the use cf firmware, usually in the form of microcode (often
residirg en diskettes or in chips) , has also encouraged
venders to add iEcreasing amcurts of self diagnosis in their
eguipmert. These aid service personnel and users in keeping
devices operational for longer periods of time tetween
breakdowns, while reducing the cost of maintenance. Such
diagnostic and ccrrectirg tccls identify a variety cf prob-




Before leaking ever the programming language
trends is software trends, the major problems of current
prograiming languages will be discussed. For many years,
language design has reen based en the computer architecture
cf tie tine. Per many years, the computer designers have
attempted to improve en the Von Neumann architecture.
Similarly, the language designers nave attempted imprcve the
conveiticnal pr eg r a lining language without attempting to
design ar innovative programming language. In othei words,
current programming languages are based on Von Neumann
computer. So, they are built around a bcttle
neck : Scic-a t-a-Time. In rrief, conventional proclaiming
languages are imperative, net functional. Under this large
lore cemplex computer systec, more difficulty and prcflems
arise. Ihere are also software cost problems in the cenven-
tional programming language. Nowadays, as was descrined
before, the hardware cost is becoming relatively less than
the scftware cost in computer systems. This means that the
software ccst is coming up continuously. Ihere are numercus
duplicaticns in cost of design, implementation, testing;
maintenance and training that must be repeated fcr the
translatcrs, software tools, application software and
support packages have the excessive cost. The general trends
to design cf the new programming language of the future will
be discussed at the next. [fief. 21].
1) The new programning language will be easy to learn in
rasic use and clearly understood. The designer should take
intc consideration all kinds of principles in crder to
desigr the new programming language. And then, the
simplicity principle will be the most important principle
among several principles.
_ ^
2) The new programming language will be convenient fcr docu-
aentaticr.
3) The new programming language will tie appropriate foi use
in a wide range cr machines and will take into consideration
cost, efficiency, conectness and ease of communicatici
.
4) Ihe new programming language will take into consideration
tser ir ierdliness.
t. Operating System
A number of operating system trends is given
lelow. £fief. 5].
1) Multiprocessing will beccme much more common- In iiulti-
processing systems, several processors share a ccniion
primary storage and a single operating system.
Multiprocessing intrcduces the potential for certain types
cf conilicts that do ret occur in uniprocessor systems. It
is necessary to seguentialize access to a shared stcrage
loeatien sc that two processors do not attempt to nicdify it
at the sane time, possibly scrambling its contents.
2) Many of the operating systems functions new performed by
software will migrate into microcode.
2) lie operating systems are being designed to execute
concurrent programs mere efficiently.
ti) Massive parallelism will become common. It will beccme
possirle to execute parallel programs with great speed
because cf the very high speed cf concurrency.
5) Cperatirg systems will he designed to foster the opera-
tion cf virtual machines. Eeal macnine will be hidden fiom
the user.
3 2
6) .Develop meats in software engineering will result ic oper-
ating systens that ai€ more maintainalle, reliable, and
understandable.
7) lie operating system as a resource manager will endure
tut the resources being managed will change. In particular,
data will be viewed increasingly as a resource to be
manage d-
8) Ihe concept of distributed processing will cause the
development of dispersed operating systems in which oper-
ating systems functions are distributed among many proces-
sors through large networks and the concept of virtual
storage kill endure. [Bef. 5].
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III. A SIUJ 3 OF THE KCREAN CCHIUTEB INDUSTRY AND TJCHNCIOGY
A- IASIC APPBOACH FC£ LEAfililNG COMPUTES TECHNOLOGY
Kcrea is a developing country. Most of the developing
countries have no high-level computer technology. So, they
should learn aricut computer technology from well-developed
countries such as United States, Japan, and west Gernany.
Currently, many Korean people are students and researchers
in these well-developed nations in order to learn the high-
level ccmputer technology. There are three models for
learning ccmputer technology; Copy Step, Design Step,
Development Step.
In copy step, developing nations attempt to produce the
manuiact ure d goods ci similar function and performance as
the well-developed country* s manufactured goods. Initially,
they should produce the lower level manufactured goods and
as success is achieved, they should produce the higher-level
nan uiac tired goods. Because the copy step takes a large
amount of time, there is an insufficient amount of availarle
funds to pay for it in total. To offset the cost differ-
ence, the companies should produce manufactured goods for
profit, investing as much of the profit as possihle in the
copy step. When the performance of manufactured goods
reaches the same demand point comparison with the well-
developed country's manufactured goods, they should compete
with a lew-price strategy. The learning phase of the copy
step dees ret reguire special technology, so, it is termed
the cultivation period. The purpose of the copy phase is to
increase the production technique to that of the well-
develcped countries ry using simple copies, maybe fcy reverse
engineering- The personnel expenses are one of the most
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important factors in the copy phase; however, most of devel-
cped countries have no prorlem in terms of perscncel
expenses. Korea's najor advantage in this approach is
essentially the lower wage rates of its labor force, the
productivity of which is at least as high as and prchatly
higher than Japaneses and United States counterparts.
££ef- 7]- So, Korea can ccmpete with well-developed coun-
tries easily by using lower-price instead of higher-level
production technology.
The seccnd approach in the course ot learning the technology
is the design step. Although, they can produce the manufac-
tured gccds of similar performance and function as the well-
developed countries, they can not lead the well-developed
country's technology without computer (Software, Hardware)
design technology. Icr example, if the well-developed coun-
tries develop new manufactured goods or modify the original
manuf act ired goods, problems will develop. That is, they can
not enter into ccmpetiticn with only lower-price.
Therefore, they can not win with only an imitation (ccpyj
.
Initially, the tasic products were copied from those created
in well-developed countries. In the second step, they should
strive to improve the products so that their goods hill win
a share of the market in these same well^developed coun-
tries. Generally, in order to produce the higher-level
manufactured goods, they should understand the well-
developed country's manufactured goods exactly. Also, gener-
ally, wren some part of manufactured goods is modified, then
it is affected for all things of manufactured goods. They
should, therefore, take into account all parts of computer
manuf acttred-goods in order to improve the performance and
function. That is the distinguishing characteristic of
computei hardware and software. In order to increase the
performance of original computer manuf actured-goods, they
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should understand the design cf computer manufactured gcods.
And when the original design cf computer manufactured gccds
is modified, they shculd understand the effectiveness or
influence en the marketplace.
She third approach ir the course of learning the technolo-
gies is the development approach, the actual prcducticn cf
new manulactured-goods. Therefore, the third step is a
significantly higher level step. Occasionally, they can
produce the new manufactured gcods by using existing (orig-
inal) technology or new technology. In the develcpment
approach, cempetitors are of nc concern, since tneir efforts
aust he expended on firmly establishing new products. Also,
if marketing conditicrs are good, tnen they can ccntrcl the
price cf the manufactured gccds by themselves. For example,
IBM's selectric typewriter and the XEEOX copy machine are
included il this category.
E. CDBEIM COflPOTEB TECHNOLCGI CF KOREA
The computer technology will be discussed in terms of
software, hardware, the present status of the computer
companies, and the prcspect of future computer technology.
1 . E a r c wa r e
Ihe hardware of the computer is very close tc the
electronics technology. The electronics industry cf Korea
was crly moderately successful in its early stages of devel-
opment, the total picduction in 1965 was only $10 millicn.
In the following years electrcnics production increased to
$462 millicr in 1973, an average growth rate of 60 percent
per year (See Figure 2.1). £Eef. 7]. Over 80 percent of
the production is exported. The major factors respcnsihle
for this remarkable cicwth are as follows:
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Figure 3.1 Growth of Electronics Industry Production.,
(a) Al abundant, highly skilled, and literate later force
that works for wages about one-tenth to one-sixth of these
in tie United States and Japan and has attracted large
foreign investment in assembly operations.
(b) The government's effort in developing sound infra-
structure (transportation, communication, and electric
power)
.
(c) An aggressive and balanced government develcpment
strategy.
The large growth ii cutput was accompanied by a decided
shift ir the share cf the three major categories cf elec-
tronic goeds-consumer electronics, industrial equipment
(teleccmEun ication eguipment), and components. Computer
hardware technology in Korea has been enhanced through
present cay electronic industry contributions, digital tech-
nology, a prime factor in computer Hardware, is a leading
problen in Korean confuter industry- In Korea, older analog
3£
(linear) technology is slcwl^ hern g replaced ty digital
technology through consumer acguisrtions. lo overcome this
problem, consumer gccds are being stressed tecaase changes
in the technology for IV sets, radios, tape reccdeis, and
videcs aie relatively snail and easy to assimilate. In addi-
tion, the rapid growth in domestic demand for consumer dura-
bles gave strong suptcrt to the industry. For a long time,
the engineer has learned the digital technology by way of
assembling, operating, producing, mending, maintenance, and
top-dcwn system design. The purpose of digital tecnrclcgy
is tc study micro-piccessors and the hardware hus. Zach
cajcr computer company in Korea has several excellent engi-
neers whe have a good knowledge of digital technology. This
means that each major company has the anility to copy at the
"noarc level". furt termore , they are also able to design at
the heard level in the near future. [fief. 10]-
In summation, the hardware technology of Korea is in the
middle ccrtion of the first and the second phase.
2 . Software
Currently, the software technology of Korea is a
secondary factor of the computer industry. Although conputer
software technology tends to lag behind hardware advances,
software effectiveness has improved and will continue tc do
so. Cf course, the software technology or well-developed
countries were also a secondary development factor at the
teginning cf computer system advancers. Especially, the
system software field falls tehind hardware in the well-
develcped countries also. £Bef. 9 ]• The computer scien-
tists cf Kcrea have studied operating systems and language
processors in order to use computer systems. If Kcrea
develcts a computer system independently and wants tc sell
the computer system, then it should have the ability to
maintain the entire system. Iheieiore, the engineers and
computer scientists should understand ahout the system soft-
ware, operating systen, and language processor. Fortunately,
the "Gcld-Star" computer company is going to install a
"software development center" during 1984. The software
develop inert center will study the package for users and the
study of JEA5IC software development. Hcst of all, the soft-
ware development center of Gcld-Star will try to conduct the
modification of EASIC operating system and compiler fcrmats
in order to use the Korean alphabet, (Han-Gul) . Also, "Ine
Software House" was cpened in July of 1983 in Korea. Ihe
major purpose of the "Software House" is as fellows:
Whenever the user warts software, tne software house nanu-
factures tie software (low-level case) or purchases it from
foreign countries anc delivers it to the user. ££ef. £].
Currently, Korea has no highly capable software development
houses. Although, trey have a few high-level computer tech-
nical personnel, they have a lack of software developers.
Ihe next chapter will discuss the guideline for software
houses. finally, the software technology of Korea is ir the
first phase, that is, copy phase among the three phases tor
learrirg the computer technology.
2- lk£ Present Status cf Korean Computer Companies
Ihere are several major computer companies in Korea.
Cn the hasis of Korean Industry Bank's data, the present
status of major computer companies will be discussed. Ihe
Korea's domestic market, one of the largest in Asia, is
almost ertirely there because the government has tanned the
import cf assembled computers. So far, the najor
companies Gold-Star, Samsung, Daewoo, Hyundai and Crientai
Erecisicn Ccmpany (0£C) lag the United States and Japanes
competition in technology. [Bef. 11]. But, they say they
are determined that Korean assembly lines, now churning cut
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nilliccs of color televisions, will some day be putting cut
perscral computers [ E€f • 11]- Already, Korean comparies are
doing ccmputer assenlly wcrk for United States narufac-
turers. Gcid-Star has two perscral computer companies, that
is, Gcld-Star Tele-Electric Co, -ltd., and Gcld-Star
Computer. The fomer is cooperating with Data Prcduct
Corpcrati.cn company ci the United States and the latter is
cooperating with the Honeywell company ot the United States.
The lata Product Corporation company is one of the most
famous printer maKers in the world. So, thanks to the Data
Product Corporation company, the Gold-Star Tele-Electric Co,
ltd., produced the M-100, matrix printer- Also, the ccmpa-
nies are gcing to picduce the profile disk drive indepen-
dently in the near future. The Gold-Star Computer is
producing the Cathode-Ray-T une (CRT) terminal which can use
roth the Kcrean and Erglish alphabet. Recently, this ccnpany
develcpec the 8 hit micro-computer independently, that is,
GSDPS 6, mcdel 92, 94, 96. The CPU of GSDPS 6 is Z-8Ca, and
the operating sjsten for GSDBS 6 is CP/M and Mf/M. Also,
Thanks tc Honewell company's assistance, the Gcld-Star
Computer produced the general-purpose large scale computer,
GSDPSE (main-frame) . Ihe major characteristics of nanufac-
tured goods of majci computer companies are referred to
Appendix A. Next, San-Sung Computer company has been assem-
bling arc suppling tie CRT terminal and printer since 1960.
This ccnpany* s policy has heen import the personnel
computers from United States and Japan and supply the
naticral marketing. £Ref. 9]- But, In 1982, this ccnpany
cooperated with Hewlett Packard (HP) company. Sc, this
company i£ assembling and producing the HP3000 series mini-
computer as an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) . Ihe
£am-Sun 3 computer ccnpany is producing the Smart terminal
and are exporting the terminal- Also, Dae-Woo and Hyun-Eai
are two of the biggest electronics companies in the ccurtry.
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£ut, Lae-Koo and E}un-Dai are not yet in the ccirputer
market. Next Orien tal-Precisicn-Company (OPC) is producing
the CET terminal (except logic hoard) and is exporting a
large amount of CRT terminals to Televideo Computer company
of United States. lid, the CPC is producing the 32 tit
computer thanks to Mppon Data General Company. As the
author discussed earlier, the major characteristics cf manu-
factured gocds of majcr computer companies are contained in
Appendix A.
4 -
.2Jl§ Prospect ex Computer Technology
£cst of all, it is essential for each company to
learn the technology cf copying, and the technology xor
production, as soon as possible. Next, each cenpary must
learn the second appicach phase, that is, design technology.
And then, especially, all computer companies of Korea stculd
try to design the Kciean-style computer. Currently, the
major computer ccujianies are trying to process the
Koreas-Alphabet by using existing computers. [fief. S].
However, lajor computer companies are going to develop the
Korean Alphabet word processirg system in order tc under-
stand and use the computer easily. [Bef. 9]- The "pros-
pectors" in the computer industry in well-developed
countries are studying Distributed Data Processing (DDP)
systems, local computer networks (IAN) and super-computers
(The 5tl generations computer). Especially, in the software
field, tfce computer scientists are studying both programming
language and software development techniques in order to
overcome the software crisis, software complexity, and soft-
ware friendliness. Currently, Forea can not compete with the
weii^deveicped ccurtiies in terms of higher level computer
technology. However, Korea should grasp the prospect cf
computer technology in the well-developed countries and
learn their computer design technology. Furthermore, Korea
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will tiy tc enter the third abroach phase, that is, devel-
opment phase. First cf all, Kcrea will do two basic things.
Is was described befcre, Korea will develop the Korean-style
computer in order to use and understand the computer easily.
Also, Korea will develop the new computer in order tc expert
it ir the distant future.
C- 111 CCflfUTEE INDUSTRY OF KCREA
1 • 1±£ Present Status cf Computer Ins tallations
Cn the basis cf Korea Industry Eank's data, the
present status of computer installation will be discussed in
jlarge J Large aini] Small mini and jlctal
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Figure 3.2 Status of Computer Purchase.
this section. According to figure 3.2, the total numher of
computer purchase were 633 units at the end of 1981 year. At
that tine, the total number of large mini-computer are
greater than the total number of small mini-computer and
tticrc-ccupu ter. On the other hand, in 1983, the Kcrean
personal computer maiket began a rapid expansion phase.
This has caused the number of small mini-computers and
iricr c-cempu ters to cut distance the total number cf main
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figure 3.3 Status of Computer Application.
frames aid niiii-compc ters. Figure 3.3 is the current status
cf computer application. loday, especially, Korea imports
large-general purpose computers and large mini-computers
instead oi small mini-cempu ters and micro-computers.
Therefore, the current status of Korea computer application
is fcr simple .business management and simple calculations
instead cf high-level scientific calculation, prediction and
analysis. As was discussed earlier, from Figure 3.2 and
2.3, it is known that Korea purchases predomiantly the
large-computers rather than smaller-computers. Also, the
nain fuipcse of purchasing the computer is for simple calcu-
laticr and tusiness nanagement rather than prediction anal-
ysis (Decision Support System) and high-level scientific
calculation. [Bef. 12]. A decision support system (LSE) is
defined as an information system designed to provide
managers with inforaaticn to support their decision-making
processes; an advanced management information system.
£Eef. 10]- Figure 3.4 is the current status of computer
introduction methods. From figure 3.4, it is known 38













figure 3.4 Method of Introduction (Aug/1982).
rental/lease. Currertly, Korea expends a large amount ox
aonev fcithcut regard to present status of computer amplica-
tion. £Eei. 9]- Icr instance, Korea expended $82 million
ior rectal charges in 1980. Cn the other hand, Kcrean
computer industry becins to room for micrc-comp u ters in
1983, when some 50 # CC0 units were sold at an average price
of $300. (An addition 10,000 were sold to the government at
reduced rate). [fief. 11].
In suiimaticn, if Korean computer companies can produce the
computer ry themselves, they can reduce the expenditure of
the large amount cf money in the future. Because Korea
should net be expending the rental charges for computers
which creates a ralacce of payment problem.
^ * Ik §. present sta tus of the Korean C omp u ter Indus try
As was discussed earlier, the Korean electronics
industry has achieved remarkable growth in terms cf bctn
guality and quantity. As the Korean electronics industry
keeps up with this remarkable rate of growth, they can
compete with the well-developed countries in the electronics
industry rield. In cider tc compete with the well-developed
countries electronics industry field, Korea should cveiccme
the following significant problem. Figure 3-5 is a compo-
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Figure 3.5 Coaponents Eatio.
shows that the iarcest ratio of electronics manufactured
goods are in the United States, Japan and Western Europe.
Cn the ether hand, there is enly a 16 percent cempcrent
ratic icr industrial equipment in electronic manufactured
goods in Korea. In order tc keep up with the levels of
electronics industry of well-developed countries, Korea
should lake a radical reform of the component ratio cf elec-
tronic ir anuf act ured gcods. It should be increased up tc a
level cf 3C percent. The cemputer industry will play an
important rele in increasing the component rate fcr indus-
trial eg tip nent cf electronics manufactured goods in Kcrea.
As a natter of fact, it can be easily recognized from
historical, statistical research data of United Staes,
Japan, etc.. £Bef. 13]. [ Eef . 14]. [Eef. 15], £Eef. 16].
Iherefcre, Korea can take an interest in the computer field,
that is, a fastest gxewth rate, in order to develop capabil-
ities in electronics industry field. Korea has attempt to
develep the micr c-coaputer along with large-general purpese
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computer, aini-ccmputer, and micro-computer. Because, Korea
is a developing country, it is restrained by several
constraints, especially, technical personnel and mcney tor
the deveicjnent cf all types cf computers. The grohth rate
cf the nicr c-computer in terms of dissemination was arcut
60-7C percent frcxa 1S76 to 1981- [Ref. 8]. In addition to
this, Korea's market for jricro-computers began tc teem in
1933- Also, currently, the technical personnel whe have
graduated from computer science fields number about 3920.
Ihis ircludes technical personnel who have graduated from
colleces and universities as hell as, technical colleges.
This numler includes the pecple that study computer science,
computation and statistical science, and computer and
craftsmar science. Currently, Korean computer companies
have encugh technical personnel wnc have graduated from
computer science fields. But, Korean computer companies are
faced with shortage of technical personnel. Ihe next
chapter will discuss a proposal for solving the problem or
software technical personnel shortage.
- * lk€. Prospect for the Computer Industry
Ihe Korean computer industry is driven on the rasis
cf the electronic industry. Especially, Korea got the feasi-
bility by making the CRT terminals- The CRT terminal was
made en the basis of television technology. Of course, CRT
terminals which were made by Korea are less reliable than
one cf developed countries. However, in terms of quantity,
Korea exported 100 thousands CRT terminal in 15 82 and
exported 350 thousands CRT terminal in 1983. [Eef. $].
After locking over, the Korean electronics industry in
detail, it can be divided into three kinds cf fields:
computer, communication, and semiconductor fields. Ihe goal
cf three fields are tc produce the computer independently,
produce the communication eguipment independently, and
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produce the Integrated Circuit (IC) independently, respec-
tively. Currently, the people who are associated with
computers argue that the computer industry is the mcst
important field of the three. Also, the other industries
argue the same as the computer field's argument. £Eef. 6]«
So, top maragers will find determining their policies to he
a vary difficult and painstaking task. As was discussed
earlier, Kcrea is a developing country. So, Korea has
several constraints, especially, personnel and capital.
Inerefcre, if Kcrea drives the three fields simultaneously,
then failure may occur. Among the three fields, the commu-
nication field has re problem in terms of investment since
there is encugh domestic marketing. Also, the electronic
companies wculd like to invest in the semiconductor field in
terms of leng period (strategic view) . So, in fact, computer
field is the weakest among the three. The domestic marketing
cf the computer field is very narrow. At present, Korea
imports the semiconductor frcm foreign countries. This nakes
the computer cost verj expensive. Also, most companies which
need the computer purchase the computer from well-developed
countries. Therefore, the domestic marketing in the computer
field is very very narrow. Ihe Korean government announced
that the} would support the computer information industry.
Eut, the main purpose of the government announcement is to
stress the technique cf computer applications. The future of
the Korean computer industry is very good. The reasons will
he discussed on the next paragraph.
first; The major factors which are associated with the
computer industry are the cemmunication and semi-conductor
fields, fortunately, the Korean computer industry will he
developed effectively since the computer industry is prog-
ressing as well as cemmunication and semi-conducton fields
in Kcrea.
U£
Second; As was indicated fcy tie computer industry itself,
companies nay net fellow the hell-developed country's work
in terns of computer technology. That is, Korea can develop
their ccnputer industry without a large amount of investment
xy analyzing and studying the trial and error techrigues of
a well-developed country's technology.
Ihird; lie personnel expense is the greatest factor in
computer industry. However, the Korean computer industry has
a majci advantage in this field, that is, the lower wage
rates of its lahcr fcrce.
I. E IVIED
Eiscussed was the current status and the prospect of the
computer technology and computer industry. In additicn to
the aicve contents, the accroach steps for learning the
computer technology was discussed in order to understand the
level of current computer technology and guide the direction
cf currert computer technology. As was discussed earlier,
there are three approach steps, that is, copy, design, and
development for learning the computer technology. According
to tie approach steps, the current status of the Kcrean
computer technology is involved in the first phase and most
companies are trying to learn the product technology.
However, some aajor computer companies are studying the
secend phase (just in terms of a few fields). Especially,
in order to develop the Korean-style computer, they should
learn the design tectrclogy. Ihe Korean computer industry is
in the same early stages as the Korean computer technology.
However, the Korean electronics industry should follow the
hell-develcped country's work. That is, the Korean elec-
tronics industry should he converted from the consumer-goods
to industrial eguipmert production. Beally, the main compo-
nent of industrial equipment is the computer in
4S
well-developed countries. Therefore, Korean electrcnics
companies are feelinc the necessity of conversion and tiey
are investing a iargt amount of money in the computer, semi-
conductor, and communication fields. Alsc, the Korean
goverrnert announced that they will bring up the computer
industry and semiconductor fields during Korea's Fifth
five-Xear Flan ( 1 S8 2- 1S87) - Therefore, if they enlarge the
domestic marketing and they cooperated with the government
the Korean computer industry can learn the design technology
in the near future.
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IV. A RBQPOSAL FOB THE KCRJ.AN COMPUTER INDUSTRY AND
GOVERNMENT
A. A ERCFCSAL IN TERBS OF THE NEAR FUTURE
1 - "Scftware Houses" A ctiyation
Currently, scftware technology is acre a iiipcrtant
factor than the hardware technology, for example, in the
early ISfO's, hardware cost was substantially greater than
software cost, with the former as much as six times as the
lattei. £Ref. 22]- However, most people faced the "soft-
ware crisis" tec years ago. So, nowadays, software ccst is
much mere expensive relative tc hardware. Therefore, the
business strategy ci computer companies in well-develoted
countries was to give software much more emphasis than hard-
ware in terns of marketing pclicy. In order to keep up with
the level cf more developed countries, Korea should develop
its cwr software industry. As was discussed earlier, soft-
ware tectnclogy in Kcrea is currently in its infarcy. So
far, tie Korean government pclicy for the computer industry
has net emphasized scftware hut hardware . Of ccurse,
policies cencerning hardware are net necessarily bad.
However, in a world-fcide sense, the computer companies stow
a tendency to develop software rather than the hardware in
crder tc get the maximum profit. (Ref. 8]. Fortunately,
"Software Houses" were estatlished in 1983 in Kcrea.
£Ref. 8]- But, most Software Houses have problems, ir the
areas cf meney, technical personnel, etc.. The Kcrean
goverrmert should aid in the sclution of these protlens in
crder tc develop the software fields effectively. In ctter
words, tie government should provide concentrated support to
the scftware houses, lie United States utilizes a tax credit
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systeir, that is, companies may deduct up tc 25$ of their
software development expenses from their taxable corporate
inccme. The Korean Government should also develop a tax
credit system for roth users and software developers, in
order tc prime or boost the development of the software
industries. £Ref. 8^- Also, it will take a long tine to
cultivate men of talent tc complete the development of
hig-hei-level specific software. So, the computer companies
will teed tc invest a large amount of capital, develcpnett
,
marketing and other resources to support Korean computer
companies. S ubseguently, the effort and investment by
various software firms in developing specific software will
permit Korean public institutions to leave sortware develop-
ment tc private software developuent companies. Ihis action
will allow Korean public institutions to return tc their
originally chartered duties. Namely, the public instituticns
should try to solve the problems of "software houses" and
these ccnpanies should respond to a consultation,
furthermore, the Korean government should allow the software
companies tc participate in the government projects in crder
to accumulate the software technology. Of course, the "soft-
ware houses" have a few high-level computer technical
personnel, however, they have a lack of computer software
breadth. But the problems will be solved in the near
future. Currently, the sortware houses manufacture the
software (lew-level case) or purchase it from foreign coun-
tries atd deliver it without studying about the companies
demand in detail whenever they want software. The abeve
method can not suppcit the business companies effectively
since tiey don't ktow the system background exactly.
Therefore, the software houses should take into account the
system background before delivering the software thus
improving the capability of the business company. In ether
words, the software houses should analyze the prcblens of
businesses and then try to solve these problems fen these
businesses. Therefore due to the aforementioned lack of
Korean capability in software technical development and the
expanding rcle cf All in problem solving in this rabidly
developing industrial country, it is logical that one aspect
cf the future cf Korea as well as other develcping-
industrial countries lies in the area of computer software
development . Therefore, the function of "software houses"
is very mportant to the future growth cf the Korean
computer industry. !Ihe major function of "software houses"
should be to develop ard manufacture software packages that
can standardize applications among countries involved in
heavy industrial development. Such commonalty will lend
itself to lew cost-per unit manufacture and resultirg Icier
cost tc tie user.
2- Eevelopment cf a Single Market Segmen t
5s was disctssed earlier, the current Korean
computer dcnestic market is very narrow, consisting, in
large cart, of microcomputers and related equipment such as
CfiT teminals. In order tc increase the market fcr these
computers, Korea mtst find export markets. Difficulties
exist, however, kith expanding exportation. Korean computer
comparies technology is presently at a lower level than many
ether producing countries. Capital is also scarce. Kcrean
computer companies should therefore concentrate their
erforts toward developing ore portion of the market only. In
particular specializing in the manufacture and exportation
cf one type computer- In other words, the aiicve argument is
that Kcrean computer companies should specialize or concen-
trate upon a specific components or computers. This is so
at least if Korean cemputer companies want to go beyond a
superficial comprehension and acquire a depth cf under-
standing. Of course, Kcrean computer companies can't
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possibly knew about everything. Since Korea is a relative
newccmmer in the area of technc-ind ustrial development it
has limited financial and technical capabilities at its
present stage cf growth. This limitation inhibits its
ability tc approach the development of its computer industry
in a "macro" sense. Cn the ether hand, as Korea narrows its
scope tc a range of specific computer production, ar. urder-
standing cf it aid an expertise in providing such geeds and
services car increase accordingly. Also, Korean computer
companies ar more easily develop a detailed knowledge of
specific components cf computers than if Korean computer
comparies produced an entire level cf components of
computers. Korean computer companies have several
constraints, especially, lack of technical personnel and
money, for developing computers. Therefore, the atove argu-
ments are useful fcr Korean computer companies- for
example, most Korean computer companies has been assenrling
and exporting CBI terminals. Although the Cfil terniral made
fcy Korea are a little less reliable than one of developed
countries, Korea exported 100 thousand Cfil terminal in 1963.
furthermore, most cf business companies would like a
distributed data processing system instead of a central data
processing are in the future- This is one of the trends of
computer data processing- So, the demand for CRT terminals
will be increased. Therefore, the possirility cf CfiT
terminal in the world market is good. In summation, it is
suggested tlat the Korean computer companies should study
specific priority equipment such as CfiT terminal.
3 •
.2 he Shortage c f Sof tware Technical Personnel
As was discussed earlier, currently, Korean computer
companies seem to have enough technical personnel who have
graduated fiom computer science fields. But Korean computer
companies are faced with actual shortages of technical
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personnel. Ihe reasons the computer companies are faced with
a shortage ex technical pexscnnel axe as follows:
first; Shortage cf qualified faculty.
Curxently, the ratic in professors ox Kcxean computex
science fields axe ft.D L2H%) , M.S {70%), and E.S (6 2).
£Bef- 8]. Namely, the professors who have the M.S degree
are teaching the students cf the computer science fields,
furthermore, unf or tuiateiy, very few of the faculty have had
substantial pxactical expexience in designing and xuilding
computex systems ix a pxoduction envixenment. It is
extxemelv difficult fox scmecne who has nevex pxacticed
engineexing to teach it. Id oxdex to solve the axeve
pxohleii/ the univexsity should coopexate with the cemputex
companies. That is, computex industxy and univexsity
exchange pxegrams for faculty could help to alleviate this
pxoblem.
Second; Shcxtage of lax-wox.k
Genexally, the xeguixed courses in the computex science
fields axe Assemblex, COEC1, POfiTfiAN, Data Stxuctuxe,
Exogia lining, Compiler, System Analysis, and several kirds of
mathematics. Also, the optional courses are Operational
Eeseaich, Simulation, Data Ease ,etc. Inese axe almost the
same cemputex science fields as those of the United States.
Eut, mest Koxean universities attach moxe impoxtance to
theoxy than lab-work. Also, mest universities, colleges, and
technical cclleges purchase only a limited number of micro-
computers, so students who are studying in computer science
fields have little chance to use the computers. Hcwever,
the cemputex softwaxe field is measuxed in texms cf pxac-
tical applications, not puxe theoxy. Most couxses must
include ex he tightly coupled to some soxt of lax in which
the cencepts axe put into pxactice.
Cn the ether hard, the computer companies should remember
that the university exists tc provide education of lasting
value and to teach concepts tc which students can turn
throughout their careers. Thus., certain training responsi-
bilities will always fall on the computer companies. Ihere
are several reasons;
Even if a Korean university education in software field were
to attempt to model tie "real world" as closely as possible,
some problems would arise.
(1) It is very difficult to convey an accurate understanding
cf budgeting, both in development and operational costs for
software systems. This problem is further magnified by the
general lack of understanding cf cost estimation.
(2) Here are important differences between the structure of
a grcup in a software field (where the objective is educa-
tion) and the structure cf a group in the computer
industry (where the objectives are to produce an artifact and
to serve the individual career goals of the group numbers).
(3) Industry practices are far from being standardi2ed . At
this stage, it would be impossible for any university
program tc model a general industrial setting for computer
system production.
E. A fECECEAL IN TEEHS OF TEE DISTANT EUTURE
1 * Social P olicy
As was the case with the Industrial Revolution, the
improvement in productivity that computer technology wall
allow is basically gccd, since it can be create more leisure
time and/or a higher standard cf living. However, the short-
term ccnseguences will be disastrous unless it is prcperly
planned- Ihis is so because, basically, the demand side of
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the eccrcmy has a much slower response time than the supply
side. Iherefore, the computer technology can lead tc higher
unemplcynent and the unegual distribution of wealth. Unless
these changes are predicted and controlled, the Korean
society may experience serious unmanageable ccnsegueices,
and tie Icng-tem advantages cf the computer technology nay
he lest. Therefore, the Korean government should take into
account the above pichlems when they plan social policy.
The seveial proposals to solve the above problems will be
discussed in this section. For example, the increased level
cf unemployment that could result from the adoption cf the
technology. The government pclicy should not be to prevent
labor displacement tut to make it acceptable by ensuring
that it does not ccrvey sccial hardship or stigma and by
providing the people involved with creative opportunities
lor the future. Next, the high-level computer technology
may create an inequality oh earnings. That is, it the
productivity of a particular job is greatly increased in
comparison kith ether jobs, then it can be done with less
effort or time. Sociologically speaking, caution must be
emphasised in the introduction cf automation into the work
place. The resultirg increased productivity at a lower per
unit ccst may cause or introduce economic inequalities or
inequities laid upon the shoulders of those in the work
place wtc do not benefit from this improved technology. Ihe
inequities make include, involuntary reduced wages or less
cf jets. The above situation may occur on a macro scale
with companies. That is, seme of the companies will he atle
to use tie technology tc make "dispropcrticnal" profits in
comparison to those cempanies who produce at a comparatively
inefficieit rate due tc insufficient technological improve-
ment- This should picvide an incentive for improvement. On
the ctter hand, some sectors cf tne business companies will
be unatle tc benefit to any significant degree. Therefore,
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the high-level compter technology may create prctlems
unless it is properly planned- It is likely that computer
technology will chance the style of government- That is,
more effective information collection and analysis can
improve the efficiency of government and it will simplify,
tut impenscnalize interactions between government and the
individual. In order to deal with the above changes, the
Korean government shculd take into account the fcllcwing
proposals:
(1) Changes in the rules relating to the approval chain
hhich is rased on the limitations in existing systems.
Currently, in order tc obtain approval of a paper, the paper
should pass through the following chain, that is,
drafter—>section chief— >department manager— >directcr—
>
vice president— >president. Iherefore, the Korean govern-
ment should simplify the process of approval.
(2) Simplification cf record collection and keeping.
Currently, most papers are kept in a filing cabinet.
Therefcre, theft and loss are guite possible. To solve the
prohlem, the Korean government can use a computer file
rather than filing carinets. Also, exchange of information
takes a long time with existing paper system- To sclve the
above problem, the Korean government should consider the
cn-lire computer system. It does provide for the exchange of
informaticn immediately.
(3) Ircvisicn of difierent, (ideally simpler} and more cost-
effective paper forms of taxation and tax collecticn.
fiell-designed taxaticr and tax-collection forms can increase
clerical efficiency, improve work flow, and lower system
costs. 1c evaluate a form's effectiveness, the Korean
government should keep four principles in mind:
lirst; The form must he easy tc use in the system.
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Second; The coupleted form nust be easy to use in the
systen.
Third; The fori should not ccllect data that will net be
used in tie system.
fourth; The form should not be unnecessarily expensive.
2. Com puter Res earch and Development Centers
Establis hmen t
uncertainties concerning the future provide risks
for Kcrear computer companies as well as for the well-
develcped country's computer companies. Technology fore-
casting/ therefore, is theoretically as essential and
valuatie for Korean computer companies as for the well-
developed country's computer companies. Unfortunately, most
Korean computer companies currently have no "Research and
Develcpment Center". The main purposes of Research and
Development Centers are the support of the Korean computer
companies and the development cf an effective computer tech-
nology. The emphasis of such support should not be towards
contrcl applications lut towards information handling appli-
cations in the office, home, public institutions, and else-
where. The Korean computer companies should consider
organizing Korean electronics Research and Development
Center's resources. This includes equipment, meney,
material, facilities, and personnel. £Ref. 10]- The
Research and Developnent Center would provide a focus for
the sur^ect and could play a valuable role by providing
techricai support services to computer companies. In
general, seme developing countries believe any research and
development is too eapensive for them to undertake. This
relief is vulnerable en two counts.
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first, it is technically possible tc do some types of
research in small plaits.
Second, it is vitally necessary for most developing coun-
tries tc engage in research to remain competitive.
Nevertheless, research and development poses two real prob-
lems fcr a developing, country. It consumes both mcne^ and
management time. If it is unproductive, any research is tco
costly. If it is productive, however, it may be cost effec-
tive and result in increased production efficieccies and
resulting ccst savings. Korean computer companies can use
the following arguments to support establishment of
"Researct and Developnent Center".
(1) Korean computer companies can use individual neuters of
university faculties as consultants.
(2) Korean computer companies can use university research
groups fcr consummation of research projects.
It is suggested that Korean computer companies should estab-
lish the research and development center in terms of future
requirements. After establishment of the Research and
Eevelcpment Center, the following areas should be pursued:
(1) lechnical forecasting and policy determination. Ihere
is a considerable tine-lag between the development of tech-
nology and its widespread application- For example, the
transistcr or high-level computer language can take ten
years fiom concept tc commercial application and a further
five years before they achieve widespread user impact.
£Bef- 18]. Ever miner changes like the virtual storage can
take five vears to develop and a further five years to
achieve widespread user impact. Ey looking over the history,
the general trends in computer technology over at least the
short and mid term can be predicted without reference to
any form of technological forecasting.
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(2) Cse of computer technology in Government. lh€ Korean
goverrmert announced that they will use the computer in
order to handle public adminstration effectively and effi-
ciently ry 1986- It is predicted that the use of computers
in gcv€rrmert will re increased. Therefore, Research and
Development Centers sill prepare for the forthcoming revo-
lution ir computer development and application, and will
influence loth the nature and capability of governmert, and
the efficiency of government processes. An example could
re at the statistical level, concerned with census cf popu-
lation, earring, trace, taxation, etc..
(3) Co-operation with Research and Development Centers in
ether countries. Currently, Korea has low-level computer
technology. In order to develop the capability of Research
and Development Centers in Korea, there should be interra-
tional cccperaticn with Research and Development Centers in
well-developed countries. Id addition to the above argu-
ments, Korean Research and Development Centers could main-
tain active monitorirg caparilities of foreign activities in
order tc ensure that they are aware of significant
develep ment s.
3 - Semiconductor C ompany Establishment
There can be do doubt that the semiconductor tech-
nology has the greatest importance to the military and will
become tasic tc alncst every aspect of industry and
commerce. Furthermore, the semiconductor component is ere of
the mest important factors in computer industry. Korean
computer companies imjort the semiconductor components fro
foreign countries. This makes the computer cost ver} expen-
sive. Cf course, Korean computer companies can import the
semiconductor components frcm foreign countries continu-
ously. But, Korea has no significant reserves of natural
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resources aid the population density is among the highest in
the wcrld. So, in order to improve the economic capability
and computer technology, Korea should learn the high-level
semi-conductor technology in the distant future. Therefore,
it is suggested that Korean computer companies should estab-
lish the semiconductor companies as early as possible.
Korea stands face tc face North Korea. Korea has been
expending large amourts of money tor military defense. If a
semiccrductcr industry can he developed in Korea, its prod-
ucts could he used internally by the Korean computer
industry and could be incorporated by the military in its
future weapons. This would provide rurther economic growth,
another expert market and improvements to military equipment
and strergth. In sunmation, the strategic nature of semi-
conductor technology is very useful in both the eccncmic and
military sense. Therefore, the semiconductor company's
establishment is suggested. Also, the argument in favcr of
establishing a semiccnductcr company is a possibility, as
the technology stabilizes, there will be good competitive
epport unities in this market. In other words, there will
exist a very broad domestic and foreign market in seniccn-
ductcr field. After establishment of the semiconductor
company, it is suggested that research in the fcllcwing
areas could lead to nidterm pay-off:
(1) Sensor technology, which will be required for access to
aicrc-ccnpu ten ccntrcl.
(2) laige-scale display, which will be essential to lew-cost
access tc information systems.
(3) Advanced semiconductor phenomena particularly using the
wave characteristics of electrons. £Bef. 18]. In brief,
Korean computer companies should establish the semiconductor
compaiies and produce semiconductor product rather than
import then from foreign countries.
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C. A fECfCSAl FCfi KCEEAH CCMPOTEB MARKETING FIELDS
1 • Int roduc ti gn
Currently, tie domestic marketing cf Korean computer
product is very cancv. The reasons are as follows:
The semiconductor is cue of the most important factors in
the computer industry. However, Korea has no high-level
technology cf semiconductors. So, Korea imports the semi-
conductors from foreign countries such as United States,
Japan, ard Western Europe. Therefore, the cost of computers
made ry Kcrea is very expensive in comparison to its
performance. In addition to the above arguments, Kcrean
computer companies ha?e no high-level technology yet. Most
cf all, cost Koreans don't J<now the following; What's a
computer? Why do we reed a computer? How do you operate the
computer? for example, if there is little or no interest in
the computer, the domestic marketing should te closed.
Also, nest companies which need the computer purchase the
computer frcm well-developed countries. In summation, the
marketing policy of Kcrean computer companies have seme
problems. That is, Eigh-Cost/Low-Performance. Especially,
there is nc education policy for the consumers. Currently,
the Kcrean computer industry is in its early stages. In
crder tc expand the narrcw domestic marketing of Kcrea
computer, the application strategies for Korean computer
marketing will he discussed in this section.
2 • appl ication Stra teq ies
a. Consumers Education
Currently, most consumers for computer systems
are lacing five kinds of uncertainty, that is,
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(1) £cst consumers are a first -time users, most of them
don't knew computers.
(2) Id order to acquire the computer system, the custoner
must expend a large amount of investment.
(3) Kcst consumers think that Korean computer technology is
low-level. So, sost consumers have little confidence in the
computer performance.
(4) test consumers dcr't know how to operate the coirputer.
(5) Ihere are dourts as to wnether the computer could
perfcrm reliably and over the extended period of tiae as
jromised b j the manufacturer.
therefore, the Korean computer companies should teach
corsuners atout several topics. At least these aspects of
educaticr must be taught to consumers.
(1) Vocational training to exploit information technology.
(2) Adult re-educaticr prograas to cope with changing laior
pattens as a consequence of the computer technology.
(3) Contextual education to ensure that everyone is aware
of the cemputer technology and its potential conseguences.
The main purpose of education for consumers is that, as mere
and mere consumers tecome knowledgeable about ccnputers,
the censuners will buy computers, and the computer domestic
narketinc will grow raturally. Most of all, Korean computer
companies should have an interest in elementary, middle,
high schcel, and college and university students. In ctter
words, Korean computer companies can offer a variety of
support to educational institutions in order to expand the
narrow domestic marketing in the future. Currently, most
consuners can't deal kith computers. So, the Korean computer
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companies should establish computer education cectei in
Seoul, Eu-San, Eae-Gue, and In-Cheon since Seoul, Eu-San,
lae-Gue, and In-Checn are icur of the largest cities of
Korea. In addition tc the atcve argument, discussion of a
long teim strategy hill fcllcw. It is a very inpcrtant
strategy in the distart future. For example, one computer
company could donate or sell a computer for a lew-price to
colleges/universities. Therefore, many students can learn
the cemtuter by using the manufactured goods of these
computer cempany. So, when they graduate from their schools,
maybe, tley could remember the computer company's cane. So,
they will introduce tie manufactured goods of those computer
companies to their neighbor (friends). Therefore, iiore and
more, tie manufactured goods of those computer company will
be expanded. And, after all, domestic computer marketing
will grcii naturally. From the IBM history, they also used
the educational policy in order to assist and teach the
consumers. In 1960, the educational allowance pclicj was
"absolutely " one of the " principal forces" in IEH also.
£fief- 172.
1. low-cost/Eigh-Perf crmance Strategies
Currently, the second growth stage for the
computer domestic marketing is ongoing. That is, after the
consumers know and understand the computer, the cost/
performance strategies can re considered to improve the
narrow demestic marketing. This does not mean that the
education for the consumers strategy is more important than
cost/perf crmance strategies. In other words, they car use
the educational and cost/perf crmance strategies simultane-
ously. And, sometimes, the Korean computer companies may or
may net think that the cost/performance strategies is mcr
important than the educational strategy. However, currently,
most consumers aren't famiiiar with computer systems.
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lherefcre, most cf all, at present, the educational strategy
is acre important then the other strategies. when most
consumers understand the computer system, the Korean
computer cempanies shculd take into account the lew-cost/
high performance strategies in crder tc expand the domestic
computer marketing. That is, the consumers who knew the
computer will he interested in lew-cost/high-perf ormance. At
that time, the cost/performance strategies are more im^cr-
tant thar the educaticral strategy. Korean computer compa-
nies shculd learn the current high-level technology from
well-developed ccuntries continuously. The reason Kcrean
computer cempanies shculd have technical ties with the well-
develcped ccuntries is as fcllcws; As was discussed reicre,
Korea is a developing country. So, currently the Kcrean
computer technolcgy is rn its early stages. Therefore, the
Korean computer companies can't get the high-level tech-
nolcgy cf cemputer in the near future. On the other hand,
the well-developed ccuntries are producing computers with
low-ccst/high-perf ormance. Also, Korean computer cempanies
can use the overall ccst leadership strategy. The cverall
cost leadership is a classic capitalistic model strategy.
from figure 4.1, the Korean computer companies can chocse
the pcirt tc produce at low average cost. And if there are
no competitors in that field, then they can increase the
computer price accordingly. lhat is, they can use the high
pricing pclicy to generate the high profit when there are no
competitors. Also, the Korean cemputer companies can use the
low-cost strategy in order to gain enough profit while
driving cut the foreign competitors in domestic marketing.
Korean government anrcunced that the personal computer will
he inpcrted tax-free from foreign countries in 19 £5-
Therefcre, this strategy will he very useful for Kcrean
computer cempanies in crder tc compete with foreign competi-






figure 4. 1 Overall Cost Leadership.
Korea is cheap in ccnparison with the well-developed coun-
tries such as United States and Japan. Therefore, Korean
computer ccnpanies can use the above strategy effectively.
c. Diversification and Differentiation Strategies.
Korean computer companies can also use the
Iiversif ication and Eifferentia tion strategies. The diver-
sification strategy aeans that there are multiple pricing
strategies. That is, they can produce several kinds of
products in order to compete with competitors. For exanple,
Korean computer compaiies can produce line printers, irain-
frames, seme autcmated office eguipment, CfiTs, etc.. Ard,
the cenputer companies can take a losing pricing strategy in
one product, but still they can get a profit because ether
products are profitarle. The purpose of the losing pricing
strategy is to drive out the competitors. In addition to
the alcve Eiversif ication strategy, Korean computer compa-
nies can use the Dif ierentiaticn strategy.
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The Lit ferentia tion strategy is one ex the most generic
strategies- That is, it is one of differentiating the
product cr service offered by the firm, creating something
that is perceived industry-wide as being unigue. Amcnc the
above Differentiation, especially, Korean computer companies
can use the Differentiation of -the product or service
offered fcy the firm in order to expand the domestic
computer marketing. That is, Korea has four large cities,
Seoul, Eu-San, In-Checn, Dae-Gue. In general, the citizens
cf fcur large cities have stable income and buying power,
which is desirable. And the market will be typical cf the
national cr regional econoay and be neither depressed nor
computer teeming as the result of purely local cenditions.
Therefore, Korean cemputer companies can differentiate the
products in four larce cities. The map of Korea is referred
to Appendix B. Alsc, the Korean computer companies can
promise the censuners special services that is not
provided until new in order to grow the computer marketing.
This is an example cf special services for the consumers.
If one censumer wants to buy a computer, then the cccpany
can premise that the} will install your computer, prcvide
special warranties, and we won't charge for special
services, etc.. Here are ether examples of specific
services (maybe not concerned with computers). In terms of
specific service fields, a rarber-shop must prcvide good
haircuts with a ainimnm of waiting by customers. Ihe tele-
visicn repair shep ntst repair a television set so that it
"stamp repaired" for at least a normal interval of time. A
photography studio must produce a reasonably good likeness
cf cne wio sits for a portrait. £Bef. 20]. Of course, all
econciric strategies are affected by several environment
circumstances. In ether words, the theory is net always
egual tc the practice in real life. Similarly, the
Differentiation strategy alsc has the some risks. Ey using
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the liif erertiation strategy, the computer companies will
set the price cf their products ahove the minimum average
cost according to demand curve. But it will cause anctler
company to take benefit of this, by pricing lower than that
price
.
d. Focal Pcirt strategy
Some ecorcmists say that the Focal Point is rot
a eccncaic strategy. They say that it is a piece of
tric^erv. [Ref. 8]- However, most economists argued that
the Fecal feint strategy is a high-level economic strategy
which is applied to the people's psychology. Focal pcints
are divided into three kinds of strategies, that is, price,
product, and standards. We can see frequently, sales prices
cf $1.S9, 115.95, 110.97, $199, $289, in United States.
Ihis is at
.
example of Focal feints in terms cf price. 3he
Korear computer comparies can use this strategies. However,
In Korea, the unit of money and people's psychology are much
different than those in the United States. Therefore, trey
should take into account the Korean's psychology when they
want tc apply the Fecal Point strategy. These are good exam-
ples cf focal pcint in terms cf price in Korea, for exam-
ples, 1259,000, #289,000, #279,000 (ref : $ 1 = # S00) . But, on
the ctrer hand, #295,999, #289,998, #279,997 are net good
examples cf focal poirt. Eecause, the Korean consumers are
well aware cf the situation already. So, the consumers, may
think it is a piece cf trickery- Also, the purpose cf Focal
point strategies is to standardize operations withir each
industry, so, everyone has its cwn profit and will net fight
eacn ether.
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V. C0NC1CSICN5 ANE BECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis prcject explored the Kcrear computer
industry and technology and provided a general proposal tor
the Korean computer ccmpany which covers:
1. A gereral proposal tor the near future. This includes
"software hcuses" activation, development of a single irarket
segmert, ard a general idea tor solving the prcrlecs of
technical personnel stortage.
2. A general proposal in terms of the distant future. This
includes social policy, computer Research and Development
Center's es tablishmert , and semiconductor company establish-
ment .
3. finally, a geneial proposal for the Korean computer
marketing field. This includes .background of Korea computer
marketing and several .kinds of application marketing strat-
egies .
A study of Korean computer companies and government is rot
completed, and can net he. This thesis is a general ^reposal
in terms of social ard economic factor's rather than purely
technological factor's. Therefore, the author's recommenda-
tions are:
1. To continue to detail the general proposals, for the
Korean cemputer comparies and government.
2. To support the Korean computer industry completely,
including studying and researcning the technological
factor's proposals for the Korean computer industry.
7C
5. 1c sucjrort zne Koreaii computer industry conpletely,




COfJPABISON OF MAKUFACTORED GOODS
Ihis Appendix A explores the major characteristics ox
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